occur from a bound P state, with an amplitude proportional to the gradient of the wave f'unction at the origin. There is another mechanism that can give rise to (direct) capture from a P state. It is the K-mesonic atom analog of the radiative capture of orbital electrons, which has been studied by Glauber and Mart1n.
1
In the electron case, the weak nuclear decay through the capture of a K electron is accompanied by electromagnetic radiation arising from the refilling of the vacated electronic levels. 'Jl'ej.~adiation may occur as a process, separate from the nuclear reaction, in which the spectrum will consist of several sharp lines; or it may occur together with the orbital-electron capture as psrt or a two-step process. In this second case the energy released by the capture is shared with the photon, giving it a continuous spectrum with typical resonance peaks corresponding to the x-ray lines. 
where If and -J! are the capture and radiation Hamiltonians. The resulting photon spectrum w111 have poles corresponding to the resonant energies, which may be removed by including radiation and nuclear-level broadening. The spectrum we give will then be the sum (including interference) of the line shapes for transitions from the initial nP state to each or the n'S states that is energetically acceesibleJ the other n'S states contribute to the high-energy tail.
The result of this calculation may be expressed as the ratio of the transition rate for radiative capture from the nP state to that for direct capture from the 15 state,
where k is measured in the natural unit of the binding energy of the lS state, QJ., 158 (1956); l.Q2, 1307 (1958 
